Airport International V3.0 and Airport Security V3.0 Rolling Bag

1. Dedicated laptop pocket fits up to a 15” laptop in the Airport International and a 17” in the Airport Security. The large front zippered pocket is also great for flat items such as cords, model releases, magazines, paperwork, a light jacket or other items.

2. Custom-designed retractable handle with inset channels on aluminum tubing adds strength and durability.

3. Daisy chain and tripod cup allows for attachment of tripods, light stands and large modifiers.

4. YKK RC Fuse zippers, ballistic nylon, metal hardware, nylon seatbelt webbing, high-density velcro and closed cell PU foam are the highest quality materials in the industry.

5. Replaceable, custom-designed wheels with ABEC-5 rated, double-sealed carbon steel bearings enable the case to roll smoothly and hold up under the toughest conditions.
LARGE TRIPOD/LIGHT STAND ATTACHMENT

**Step 1:** Place the “Tripod Strap” under the webbing on the side of the bag, matching the hook and loop material to keep the strap in position. When attaching a tripod or light stand(s), hook the strap under a tightening knob to minimize movement while traveling.

**Step 2:** Thread the tripod cup through the buckle on the right side of the bag as shown. Be sure to back-thread the webbing to prevent the strap from loosening with use.

**Step 3:** Place feet into tripod cup and adjust the strap length so that the tripod cup has adequate clearance from the ground.

**Step 4:** Attach “Compression Strap” to secure the lower portion of the tripod or light stand(s). Tighten both the Compression Strap and Tripod Strap to secure.

TRIPOD/LIGHTSTAND ATTACHMENT

**Step 1:** Place the “Tripod Strap” under the webbing on the side of the bag, matching the hook and loop material to keep the strap in position. When attaching a tripod or light stand(s), hook the strap under a tightening knob to minimize movement while traveling.

**Step 2:** Place a tripod leg or two into the side pocket. Attach “Compression Strap” to secure the lower portion of the tripod or light stand(s). Tighten both the Compression Strap and tripod strap to secure.

Due to the weight of video and photographic equipment, we recommend that you **do not lift the roller off ground or pull up stairs by the aluminum handle system.** Please use the fabric handle on top of the bag itself.
Airport International V3.0 and Airport Security V3.0 Rolling Bags Instructions

For more information please visit: www.thinktankphoto.com

**SETTING THE ZIPPER LOCK**

**Step 1:** To LOCK the main compartment, push the ends of the sliders HARD into the slots.

**Step 2:** To UNLOCK the main compartment, set your combination then push the end buttons INWARD.

**Step 3:** The lock’s combination is preset from the factory at 0 0 0. To CHANGE the combination, there is a hole on the side of the lock. Push the button IN with a pen until you hear a “click.”

**Step 4:** SET the numbers to your desired combination. REMEMBER your new combination!

**Step 5:** PUSH both ends inward HARDO until you hear a “click.” Your new combination is now active.

**SECURITY CABLE AND COMBINATION LOCK**

Security cable and combination lock in top pocket can be used to secure zipper and lock the bag to immovable objects.

**SETTING THE CABLE LOCK**

TSA (Transportation Security Authorization) lock allows for airport personnel to access your bag. Think Tank Photo does not recommend gate-checking your gear, but there may be situations where airport personnel requires entry. Please note that there is no individual key for this bag.

Turn the dials and align the numbers so that 0-0-0 is visible inside the indicator window. (Figure A).

Pull up the shackle and turn 90° counter-clockwise to align the small protrusion on the shackle with the notch on the lock body.

Press the shackle down firmly and then turn another 90°. (Figure B).

With the shackle still turned in the position above, turn the dials to your own personal combination.

Return the shackle to the original position. Your personal combination is now ready to use.

**SECURITY ID PLATE**

The Security ID plate located on the back may be registered at: thinktankphoto.com/lostandfound
AIRPORT INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMIZED INTERIORS

Customizable interior adapts to numerous equipment combinations and helps transport and use photo equipment on location.

RAIN COVER ATTACHMENT

Step 1: Start at bottom of the roller and place front feet through holes in the rain cover.

Step 2: Pull rain cover to the top of the roller and detach the hook and loop panel. Place retractable handle through the slot.

Step 3: Tighten the rain cover.

Step 4: Attach hook and loop panel between retractable handle tubes. The rain cover will bunch-up around the handle tubes so the hook and loop panel will secure only in the middle.